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 Appendix 

Timeline: Consideration of Recording Gifts in Vocal Ministry  

The following excerpts are taken from Ministry & Counsel, Oversight, and Monthly Meeting Minutes. 

 

Ministry & Counsel: Putney Monthly Meeting 

November 8, 2010 Excerpted 

Clearness Committee Reports 

b. Noah Baker Merrill SUPPORT and/or  OVERSIGHT committee. The committee met with Jan Hoffman. 

They became clear that their task is largely oversight of Noah’s ministry. This includes his ministry in his 

AFSC job in D.C., and  his ministry in his activities that lie ahead. His committee would like PFM to raise the 

issue of how to record gifts of ministry. 

 

Putney Friends Meeting Monthly Meeting for Business , 

Minutes: June, 2011 Excerpted 

Oversight committee for Noah Baker Merrill shared its work with Noah as he moves toward the close of his 

current work assignment with AFSC and opens to a fresh understanding of his leading to ministry among 

Friends.  

• Putney Friends expressed strong support for his gifts, for his presence among us, and for his wider 

ministry of “waking hearts.”… 

• The Meeting minuted the following actions: 

We come under this concern, supporting Noah’s work in the ministry. 

• M&C was asked to meet with Noah’s Oversight Committee to begin the exploration of supporting this 

work through supporting Noah as a  released Friend of the Meeting. 

 

Joint Meeting of Putney M&C and Oversight Committee for Noah Baker Merrill 

Minutes: 10/26/11 Excerpted 

Noah spoke of his calling to encouraging the life of the spirit among Friends. 

 

Carole Forsythe (Clerk PFM) affirmed that it is her sense of the June, 2011 PFM Meeting for Business that the 

Meeting seeks to affirm and renew our support and care of Noah’s work and of Noah. Traditional approaches to 

that affirmation include: 

• “Releasing” … 

• “Recording”… 

Following prayerful discussion, we are ready to submit the following statement to M&C for further discussion 

prior to presentation in the November (2011) Meeting for Business: 

We are clear about celebrating Noah, supporting his ministry, and seeing him as a released Friend. We 

recognize the the gift of ministry is continuing to unfold and that the unfolding is the work of the individual and 

of the Meeting. 

 

Ministry & Counsel: Putney Monthly Meeting 

June 15, 2016 Excerpted 

Proposal to revise Noah’s minute and consider a change of title. The committee proposes: 

To delete the title, Released Friend, from the current minute and state that we “recognize the gift of ministry 

given through him”. The revised minute will now be called a Travel Minute. 
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…pointed out that changing Noah’s title to Recorded Minister may take longer and could involve the whole 

meeting. It was also felt that while “Noah is moving toward this change”, further clarity seemed to be needed on 

what this change means. 

…that there be a meeting in the Fall to explore what a Recorded minister is, and that the committee draft a new 

minute to reflect this change before making the recommendation. Business Meeting could be apprised that this 

is happening. 

In terms of process, the title change would go to Quarterly and then to yearly meeting. It was also noted that 

there might be some opposition to the change. 

 

Ministry & Counsel: Putney Monthly Meeting 

October 12, 2016 Excerpted 

Naming Noah Merrill as a Recorded Minister. 

…read a prepared statement from Noah Merrill’s oversight committee 

….and added perspective on the role of this oversight committee in helping to nurture Noah’s ministry. 

…M&C supported Noah’s oversight committee preparing a minute to bring to business meeting. 

The following was put forward to go to business Meeting in October (2016): 

“A request has come to M&C form Noah Merrill’s oversight committee to consider naming Noah as a Recorded 

Minister. After thoughtful consideration in the M&C meeting, we have requested the oversight committee to 

prepare a minute to bring to a future Monthly Meeting for Business.” 

 

Putney Friends Meeting Monthly Meeting for Business , 

Minutes: November, 2016 Excerpted 

Recorded ministers  

Ministry and Counsel has taken up the subject of recorded ministers, and will be planning informal 

informational sessions for the meeting about recording of ministers in the Society of Friends in general and in 

New England Yearly Meeting in particular. This is an educational and seeking time, and the specifics of any 

request for recording will come later.  

 

Putney Friends Meeting Monthly Meeting for Business , 

Minutes: January, 2017 Excerpted 

Consideration of recorded ministers  

The Clerk asked for reflections on the discussion led by Brian Drayton on January 8 about the recording of 

ministers. Julie Forsythe commended his ability to take a “fresh look” at a custom which has deep roots in 

Quaker history. Tom Howe expressed appreciation for the way in which this process will help us understand 

new directions and implications of our support of Noah Merrill’s work, as well as support and oversight we 

have offered to others. The discussion turns us to the “complex, diverse” faithfulness of our meeting and of the 

Society of Friends as a whole. Ministers have had many roles and influences over the long history of the custom 

among Friends. Dictionary definitions of “minister” start with “to minister is to serve,” and go on to ten other 

definitions which have to do with hierarchy and power. We are trying to focus on the first definition.  

Ministry and Counsel is considering the way forward and expects to have a retreat focused on the matter. They 

will keep the meeting informed.  

 

Putney Friends Meeting Monthly Meeting for Business , 

Minutes: February, 2017 Excerpted 

Report of Ministry and Counsel retreat: Recording of gifts in the ministry 

Ministry and Counsel presented the following report of their committee retreat held on February 18, 2017: 

 

Ministry and Counsel was asked by Putney Friends Meeting at their last Meeting for Business to address the 

question of recording gifts in ministry. We dedicated our Retreat on 2/18/17 to this discernment. 
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M&C welcomed the opportunity to consider the gifts found among attenders and members of PFM. We 

recognized that there are a variety of gifts besides the gift of vocal ministry, including gifts of pastoral care, 

clerking, tending to children and finances, among many others.  

 

Much of our focus was on vocal ministry and the question of taking up the practice of recording gifts in 

ministry. We saw many reasons why it could be beneficial to PFM to record gifts of ministry. Recognition may 

help us better to nurture the individual carrying the gift. Official recognition of gifts and leadings may 

strengthen the Meeting through our work of support and oversight. We have experienced that support of these 

gifts and leadings strengthens the Meeting. The terminology of recording a gift in ministry is recognizable in 

other Quaker circles and could be helpful to members of PFM who serve the wider Quaker world. 

 

The committee considered the following concerns regarding the official recording of a gift in vocal ministry. We 

considered that official recognition could be seen as elevating vocal ministry above other gifts. We are 

concerned that acknowledging a Friend as a recorded minister may be perceived as endorsing the specific 

language used to describe the Divine by that Friend. 

 

Through this discernment, M&C was not led to recommend the practice of recording individuals in the gift of 

ministry at this time. We recognize that others in the Meeting may reach different conclusions. We value further 

discussion in Meeting for Business or at other times. 

 

We are led to affirm our commitment to strengthen and nurture the many gifts of our Meeting. We left with a 

sense of appreciation for the life of the Meeting and gratitude for the opportunity to do this work. 

 

 Friends asked that the guidelines in New England Yearly Meeting’s Interim Faith & Practice, 2015 edition, 

regarding recording of ministers be incorporated in today’s minutes as they were in those of First Month 15th. 

They are as follows: 

5D. Recording Gifts in Ministry 

This minute has traditionally been used for Friends who have sustained gifts in vocal ministry. It is an 

affirmation that the individual is not only locally helpful but also has the ability to interpret the Society of 

Friends to the wider community. 

1. 1. Monthly Meeting Ministry and Counsel discerns that a member has a sustained gift in vocal 

ministry and reports this to the Monthly Meeting. If Monthly Meeting approves, Ministry and Counsel 

will prepare a minute for the consideration by the Quarterly Meeting Ministry and Counsel. 

2. 2. Quarterly Meeting Ministry and Counsel will appoint a committee to appraise the general fitness 

of the individual under consideration and report at a subsequent session of the Quarterly Meeting 

Ministry and Counsel. If the committee reports favorably, a recommendation will be brought to the 

Quarterly Meeting. 

3. 3. When the Quarterly Meeting has acted favorably on the matter, the recording is thereby 

completed, and the Clerk will furnish a copy to the Monthly Meeting of which the individual is a 

member.  

4. 4. The action should also be reported to the Yearly Meeting committee on Ministry and Counsel 

together with a copy of the minute. 

5. 5. The minute remains in effect for the life of the ministry. 

  

The meeting’s consideration of this matter was guided by an understanding that the decision to participate in the 

formal recording of ministry is made by the Meeting as a whole through its Meeting for Business, and that 

guidance and discernment in that decision is offered by the Ministry and Counsel Committee in its present 

report. Should the Meeting reach unity on a decision to use the process, a separate discussion by Ministry and 

Counsel would take place in consideration of any specific candidate for recording.  
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Prayerful testimony was given regarding the committee’s report and its guidance, particularly on the effect of 

the report for Noah Merrill, whose situation was the catalyst for this discernment. Friends expressed deep regard 

for the Meeting’s capacity and efforts to reach out to one another. The time, effort, and spiritual insight devoted 

to the committee’s discernment of this issue were appreciated. Friends are not in unity at this time about the 

committee’s conclusion, and were comfortable with the decision that we “would like this conversation to 

continue as long as it needs to.”  

 

Putney Friends Meeting Monthly Meeting for Business , 

Minutes: March, 2017 Excerpted 

Consideration of Recording Gifts in Ministry 

Ministry and Counsel submitted the following report on its ongoing consideration of this concern: 

 

Regarding recording gifts of ministry, M&C sees its role to be advisory to the Meeting when it comes to the 

issue of recording gifts of vocal ministry. We are here to both listen to the Meeting for guidance and to offer to 

the Meeting our sense how the Spirit is leading us to proceed…as we have come to understand that through 

exploration, discussion, and worship. 

  

Although we as M&C do not feeling called to begin to record gifts of vocal ministry at this point in time, we 

recognize that others in the Meeting feel differently and that laboring with that question might be a good choice 

for Putney Meeting to consider. M&C believes that coming to unity on how our Meeting would like to proceed 

with recording gifts of vocal ministry should come before we consider recording the gifts of individuals in 

PFM. 

 

Because the question of recording gifts of vocal ministry is a complex one that has already surfaced a wide 

variety of feelings and opinions, we believe that coming to unity on this issue will require a significant 

commitment on the part of Meeting. 

 

We also recognize that there are many other concerns that our collective heart has been, and is continuing to be 

opened to and that the Meeting might choose to let the issue of vocal ministry rest for now as we proceed with 

other concerns. M&C is open to the leadings of the Meeting as a whole. Should we choose to invest our 

corporate energy into the questions of recording gifts of vocal ministry, M&C is ready with considerations 

about how we might lovingly proceed. 

  

We look forward to discerning our way forward together. 

 

Friends again asked for New England Yearly Meeting’s Interim Faith & Practice, 2015 edition, to be 

quoted in today’s minutes, adding a paragraph from the 1985 edition of Faith and Practice (still the most 

current “finished” edition”), p. 247, at the end of the selection: 

5D. Recording Gifts in Ministry 

This minute has traditionally been used for Friends who have sustained gifts in vocal ministry. It is an 

affirmation that the individual is not only locally helpful but also has the ability to interpret the Society of 

Friends to the wider community. 

1. Monthly Meeting Ministry and Counsel discerns that a member has a sustained gift in vocal ministry 

and reports this to the Monthly Meeting. If Monthly Meeting approves, Ministry and Counsel will prepare a 

minute for the consideration by the Quarterly Meeting Ministry and Counsel. 

2. Quarterly Meeting Ministry and Counsel will appoint a committee to appraise the general fitness of the 

individual under consideration and report at a subsequent session of the Quarterly Meeting Ministry and 

Counsel. If the committee reports favorably, a recommendation will be brought to the Quarterly Meeting. 

3. When the Quarterly Meeting has acted favorably on the matter, the recording is thereby completed, and 

the Clerk will furnish a copy to the Monthly Meeting of which the individual is a member.  
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4. The action should also be reported to the Yearly Meeting committee on Ministry and Counsel together 

with a copy of the minute. 

5. The minute remains in effect for the life of the ministry. 

In case a member who has been recorded as a minister appears to have lost the gift or usefulness in the ministry, 

a proposal to rescind the action recording him or her as a minister may originate in Ministry and Counsel of 

either the monthly meeting or the quarterly meeting of which the person is a member. In every case final action 

should rest with the quarterly meeting. The individual concerned and the monthly meeting to which he or she 

belongs should be notified before final action is taken.  

 

The meeting’s prayerful consideration of this concern continued in very much the same spirit which informed it 

at the Second Month business meeting. There was advocacy for allowing the matter to rest for a time while our 

views and ideas are seasoned. There was also concern that our support of Noah Merrill’s work would benefit 

from moving ahead with this process without undue delay. Friends discussed our shared desire to support the 

gifts and work of everyone in the meeting community, including not only vocal ministry but also anything from 

maintaining financial records to preparing food for a community feeding program. As previously, concerns 

were raised about identifying a particular individual’s language and approach to vocal ministry as particularly 

worthy of recording, but we also recognized the value of having our message shared with the wider community 

by a person with gifts to be a “public Friend.”  

 

Friends expressed unity with the following minute: 

Minute 2017.03.01 

Putney Friends Meeting will consider at the Fourth Month 9, 2017 monthly meeting for business, asking 

the Ministry and Counsel Committee to produce a minute affirming Noah Merrill’s gift of vocal 

ministry.  

 

 

 
 


